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Abstract

There is a increasing interest in creating wearable
smartphone interaction technologies. A novel smart-
phone wearable hybrid interaction framework based on
mixed low-cost hardware and software is proposed in this
work. The software application renders touch-less applica-
tion graphics and status information using smart phone’s
screen. Augmented reality image rendering technology is
employed for a convenient hand/foot and phone interaction.
The users interact with the application using hand/foot ges-
ture motion behind the camera, which trigger the interac-
tion event and generate activity sequences for interactive
buffers. The touch-less algorithm provides a core support
for hand/foot-gesture interaction by accurately detecting
and tracking the hand/foot gesture. Four proof-of-concept
application prototypes are developed based on the wearable
hybrid framework. The user study evaluation demonstrates
the social acceptability of the designed hand/foot gestures
and the usability of the applications on proposed wearable
hybrid framework with touch-less interaction approach.

1. Introduction

Many mobile graphic applications require touch and

pointing input whether it is manipulating icons, menus and

games in a mobile GUI. The problems with direct-touch

finger input are ’the occlusion problem’ and ’the fat fin-
ger problem’ [29]. Touch-less interaction extends the op-

eration space resolution at least 5-10 times higher than 2D

touch for interacting with mobiles [30] and helps mitigate

the problems of using mobile phone while user’s hands are

not available, for instance, their hands are dirty, or they are

wearing gloves in winter, or they are driving and holding

the steering wheel [3], so that improving safely in contexts

where switching visual attention between the device and the

physical environment pose safety concerns, because touch-

less interaction doesn’t require the user to manipulate any

Figure 1. System Level Diagram depicting our hybrid framework

flow chart.

more physical piece of hardware.

In addition, another motivation frequently mentioned is

that touch-less interactions support more gestures in more

natural patterns, which provide the less device-centric inter-

action techniques allowing a mobile user to focus attention

on the task and its content instead of on the device while on

the move. In this paper we explore and prototype a novel al-

ternative touch-less approach to mobile interaction that uses

a body-worn (i.e. wrist-worn and knee-worn) sensing sys-

tem to capitalize on the real hand and foot the humans body

provides. Early computer vision based wearable comput-

ing research projects, i.e. Gesture pendant [13], Wearable

virtual tablet [26], Abracadabra [11], Gesture watch [15],
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Figure 2. From left-to-right - The wearable framework mounts on

wrist for hands (eg. finger) interaction. The wearable framework

mounts on knee for feet interaction.

WUW [21], as well as dozens of ADI(Around Device In-

teraction) related technologies, i.e. OmniTouch [10], Ghost

fingers [16], Markerless fingertip [4], Mouseless [20], Be-

hand [6], Imaginary interfaces [8] inspires this hybrid wear-

able framework.

Recent research in mobile phone computing has led to a

number of input techniques that allow for spatial input by

hands beyond a touchscreen. Popular recent solution in-

clude: SideSight [5], Abracadabra [11], Minput [12] and

SixthSense [19] all provide a level of spatial input in a mo-

bile setting.

In addition to hands, we use feet along with hands in var-

ious everyday tasks (such as driving) and coordinated con-

trol mechanism of both modalities has been proven effec-

tiveness in human computer interaction especially in virtual

environments [27]. Considering handheld computing var-

ious foot gesture detection and tracking system have been

proposed such as multitoe [2], kick [9], foot tapping [7] etc.

Sangsuriyachot et al. [25] presented hand and foot gesture

based interaction for tabletop environment. We believe that

hand and foot gesture interaction can enhance immersive

experience on handheld devices such as smart phone.

A parallel trend, camera phones are already popular and

pervasive from 2006 [28], the miniaturization of mobile

computing devices permit ’anywhere’ access to the infor-

mation [21], so the wearable device based camera initially

present the wide applicable trend. An appealing feature of

this kind wearable interfaces is that they could make it pos-

sible for users to communicate with computerized equip-

ment without need for direct touch, and thus e.g. wear-

able device. The development of new touch-less interac-

tion methods, supported largely by mobile smartphones and

other wearable devices, have enabled an implicit loop of

interaction between users and applications. Such interac-

tion of wearable device using touch-less algorithm go be-

yond the traditional explicit graphical-based interfaces, can

support novel and natural forms of interaction and include

not only static gestures but also patterns of behaviour and

even other dynamic physiological measures. Considering

the current market trend and consumer demand on mobile-

phone interactions, it is challenging to sell the ’hand/foot

touch-less on smartphone’idea when having another com-

mercial component e.g., camera-mounted glasses, that isn’t

required to integrate with smartphone. However, the future

mobile phone-like device had been envisioned as remain-

ing a standalone device and vastly improved connectivity

to other devices [1], while there is a increasing interest in

creating wearable smartphone interaction technologies. By

using the front or back camera of the smartphone mounted

on wrist, knees or other parts of the body, the wearable

smartphone sees what the user sees with the overlapped

augmented object.

In this paper, we present a novel wearable bybrid in-

teraction framework for smart phones where user mounts

smart phone over wrist or knee and performs ’in air’ inter-

action gestures. The primary contributions of this paper is

a proposed software and hardware mixed hybrid platform

for both hand and foot gesture interaction based on our on-

going work: an integrated real-time hand and foot detec-

tion and tracking algorithm based on the combination of

Contour based Template Matching (CTM) complemented

by skin detection and Tracking-Learning-Detection (TLD).

Four applications on the hybrid framework are develop-

mented as the demonstration of the concept and preliminary

user study experiment with a two-stage questionnaire are

designed to evaluate the social acceptability of the eleven

designed hand/foot gestures and the usability of the four ap-

plications.

2. Wearable Hybrid Framework
The wearable hybrid framework integrate two part based

on smartphone-centered design: (1) Wearable Hardware;

(2) Touch-less Interaction algorithm. At run time, the hy-

brid framework fixes the smartphone on the forearm by a

low-cost flexible wearable hardware and tracking the fin-

ger/foot motion (behind the screen) to simulate the touch

event by a novel touch-less algorithm.

2.1. Wearable Hardware

The hardware of wearable hybrid framework is com-

prised of three main hardware components: mobilephone

holder, holder base, fastener strip. The connection between

mobilephone holder and holder base is a active loose-leaf,

which can be twisted to adjust the pitch angle of the smart-

phone camera for adaptation of wrist and knee. The frame-

work can be fixed on wrist or knee firmly by the fastener

strip for detecting of hand and foot gesture interaction re-

spectively. As in Figure 2. The cost of the hardware part,

sans the smartphone, runs about $30.

2.2. Touch-less Interaction algorithm

Our touch-less interaction algorithm uses dynamic pro-

gramming based CTM algorithm [23] to localize the

finger-contour for hand/foot, complemented optimally by
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lightweight skin detection [22], and employs TLD [14]

framework to strengthen the tracking process in every

frame. The touch-less interaction algorithm run in real-time

which is especially targeted at mobile devices for the real-

ization of the human-smartphone interaction on the hybrid

framework, enabling a wide variety of gestures.

Our skin detection employs HSV color space of skin im-

age to obtain the skin regions which are used to instantiate

hypotheses for fingers in order to enable real-time hand seg-

mentation even on resource-restraint devices.

CTM approach is an indispensable step for interactive

hand (two fingers outstretched) detection in the beginning,

because TLD cannot initialize by a generic hand/foot(shoe)

model, moreover, the classification learning and training

method cannot detect hands/feet which may not have dis-

tinctive feature. Hands template is modeled off-line in ad-

vance and then it is compared with image frames acquired

from skin regions to find an optimal match. CTM allows a

slight deformation of template, which makes it can detect

successfully the approximate gesture of hands and feet of

different people. CTM gives TLD a region of interest (ROI)

for initialization (As in Figure 1).

TLD algorithm combines elements from tracking, learn-

ing and detection in the 2D image space to make it a long-

term tracker. The TLD tracker uses a tracking strategy of

the overlapping blocks, and tracks every block by Lucas-

Kanade optical flow method. TLD reduces the image pro-

cessed time consuming of the pure CTM. Besides CTM

exists a limitation of occasional false detection since the

hand/foot gestures exceed the restriction of deformation or

complex backgrounds interfere detection rate. The pro-

posed combined touch-less algorithm successfully solves

all of the unexpected detection results of hand/foot gestures.

We already proved the high-success-rate of real-time detec-

tion and tracking for hand [17] and foot [18] by running test

on large number of video captured on multi-context in our

previous work. In this paper, we combined the algorithm

into one core library with adaptation of the wearable hybrid

framework, and adjust the parameters to enable detection

and tracking for both hand and foot flexibly.

Our algorithm execution time is real time and accurate

even when the hand/foot gesture is moving fast and in image

blur cases. It’s worth mentioning that the method can detect

all kinds of the hand/foot gesture used in our application, as

long as the correct hand/foot texture is detected in the first

frame (As in Figure 3). The enhanced algorithm is followed

as in Algorithm 1.

To improve the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, the

size of first frame is scaled down to 25% for foot and 12.5%

for hand and then CTM is applied. From the second frame

the image is scaled to 12.5% for foot and 6.25% for hand,

and then TLD tracking is employed (As in Figure 4). The

scale ratio is different for hand or foot, due to the distance

Figure 3. From up to down: The tracking results for a variety of

finger gestures with background interference. The tracking results

for a variety of foot-gestures with either obvious (1st row) or weak

features (2nd row).

Figure 4. Pyramid structure for accurate and real time results.

between the camera of the smartphone with hand is closer

than foot (As in Figure 2). Both the ’hand target test’ and

’foot target test’ results indicate both efficiency and success

rate of the tracking is close to 100%.

To evaluate our system, we have developed a series of

proof of concept apps. The apps are respectively ’Social

media site launch’ and ’Bouncing ball game’ for hand ges-

ture touch-less, as well as ’Football game’ and ’Foot-Play

Piano’ for foot gesture touch-less. In the ’Social media site

launch’ app users are asked to perform touch-less clicks and

launch desired social media site (as shown in Figure 5). It

demonstrates easy-to-use and accurate touch-less interac-

tions. ’Bouncing ball game’ and ’Football game’ have the

similiar game rules beside active controlling body are re-

spectively hand and foot. ’Foot-Play Piano’ proves the ca-

pability of touche-less to control rhythm by foot.

3. Wearable Smartphone: System and Appli-
cation

We present four proof-of-concept wearable implemen-

tations based on wearable hybrid system prototype that

demonstrate the usefulness, viability and flexibility of the

framework, in order to hereafter investigate its possibilities

and limitations and to illustrate and explore different use
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Algorithm 1: The TLD algorithm with CTM localiza-

tion complemented by skin detection

Input: Real-time video from camera

Input: Hand or foot contour template T for ROI0,

where ROI0 is the ROI of the first frame,

L0 = {R0}, where R0 is the content

surrounded by ROI0 in the first frame; L0 is

the online model in time t = 0.

Output: current localization ROIt
1 current localization← 0;

2 if Hand gesture then
3 Run ”Skin regions detection”

4 Contour based Template Matching

5 -Dynamic programming based match using

T={(p11, p12, · · · , p1M ),(p21, p22, · · · , p2M ),
. . . ,(pN1, pN2, · · · , pNM )}, where p represent the

density of every point of the template

6 -ROI0 ← Bounding box BB={ top-left(xmin, ymin),

bottom-right(xmax, ymax)} of the best match, where

xmin, ymin, xmax, ymax are the minimum and

maximum values of the x and y in given frame

7 while active input feed from camera in time t do
8 Tracking

9 Detection R in online model Lt1

10 Learning

11 -P −N Experts

12 -Lt← Lt1∪Positive samples from growing.

13 -Lt← Lt1\Negative samples from pruning.

14 Integrator

15 -Validation

16 -Rt ← the most confident evaluated result
ROIt ← bounding box of Rt

cases. And then we report on a user study comparing social

acceptability and usability.

The final wearable software system prototype was built

using three-layers augmented interaction GUI. The function

of bottom layer is rendering the background and scenario of

the application. The middle layer performs mainly user fin-

ger gesture by real-time video of camera view superposed

over the bottom layer. The top layer render the augmented

object and the overlay information of the application sce-

narios such as menu, icon, game boundary. The augmented

rendered glove/shoes image or color-marked cursor overlay

onto the camera view on the screen provides the user with

direct and immediate reference of the actual hand position

relative to the screen. We expect the user to perceive the

touch-less approach as being stretched from his/her body

(i.e. hand, foot) for manipulating content on the screen. In

order to complete this interaction loop, our system maps the

physical hand/foot onto the screen coordinates. When the

Figure 5. From left-to- right: User interaction view and circle

menu application scenarios with the responds to ’Finger Flexion
and Extension’ gesture.

user manipulate the icon/button on the screen by touch-less

gestures, the system updates the position of the augmented

rendered image/cursor overlapping with the screen mapped

from the location of the gesture accordingly. Touch-less al-

gorithm recognizes a number of user gestures ranging from

the simple action of ’Swing Finger’ to more complex oper-

ations such as ’Finger Flexion and Extension’. The mobile

phone is mounted on the wrist by a simple flexible plastic

stand. All applications were implemented in C++, Java with

Android SDK/NDK and the image processing tasks were

realized using OpenCV. Our test device was an HTC one X

phone equipped with a 1GHz processor, 1GB RAM, and a

8 megapixel camera and running Android 4.1.

3.1. Social media site launch

Based on the wearable method, we have developed a ’so-

cial media site launch’ application: ie., ’Wearable Circle
Menu’ on Android platform. Wearable Circle Menu is a fin-

ger gesture based round-shape menu which can lunch sev-

eral popular social media sites. Users rotate the suspended

circle menu and select the augmented icon using finger ges-

ture from the mobile phone’s full-screen camera view. To

access the required icon, one can use ’Swing Finger’ ges-

ture to make the circle menu rotating and select any icon on

the mobile display, ie. ’Swing Finger Left’ gesture to rotate

clockwise ’Swing Finger Right’ means anticlockwise, until

the expected icon is on the bottom of the circle menu. The

expected icon can be selected by Finger Flexion and Exten-
sion’ gesture, and unselected by the same gesture. As in

Figure 5.

3.2. Bouncing ball game

A bouncing ball game application based on our touch-

less interaction approach is developed on the Android plat-

form as a proof of the supporting of speed and orientation

based movement gesture of touch-less concept. The scene

of the game is a handball court with a camera view overlay.

An augmented reality glove image is rendered following the

finger gesture. The handball always bounces back and forth

on the court area until it’s into the goal or the player uses

the gesture ’Collide the ball’ to intercept and hold it. When

the player holds the ball, s/he can use the gesture ’Swing
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Figure 6. From left-to- right: Intercept /Dribble gesture and hidden

camera view of the game UI.

Finger Slowly’ to dribble the ball to the desired position.

’Swing Finger Fast’ gesture can be used for throwing or

bunting the ball, at the same time a red arrow at the top-

right corner of the screen is the index of the speed value by

degree of elongation. In order to compare the effects of the

augmented reality rendering interaction UI and pure graphic

UI, a ’smile face’ button at the right-bottom of the screen is

developed to trigger hide/show status of the camera view.

As in Figure 6.

3.3. Football game

We develop a real-time multimodal football game smart

phone application. It renders the game graphics and game

status information using smart phone’s screen, audio and

vibration. Augmented reality image rendering technology

is employed. The players interact with the game using foot

gestures, which triggers the interaction event and generate

activity sequences for interactive buffers. The trajectory of

the football is changed by interactive buffers. In the system,

the players use real foot to kick the ball using ’Kick The
Ball’ on the smart phone screen. When the player holds the

ball, s/he can use the gesture ’Move Foot Slowly’ to dribble

the ball to the desired position. ’Move Foot Fast’ gesture

can be used for throwing or bunting the ball. As in Figure 7

left.

The Bouncing ball game and the Football game have the

same game rules for hand and foot interaction respectively,

which are as following:

1. The player interacting-hand/foot must be placed in

mobile camera view for 5 sec. for detection and lo-

calization.

2. The ball always bounces back and forth on the whole

screen area till end of the game and the players try to

keep the ball (using hand to touch or foot to kick) under

his/her control.

3. The player get 1 score if she/he touches (or kicks) the

ball once, and the game is over if the ball enters into

the highlighted goalpost.

Figure 7. From up to down: UI of Football Game. UI of Foot-Play

Piano App

3.4. Foot-Play Piano

The user study application scenario namely Foot-Play

Piano is developed to demonstrate the rhythm control of

touch-less interaction. This application gives an option to

play a music on the users android based smart phone using

foot-gesture. There is a circle progress plate on the right-

top coner of the screen, which is used to show how long

the user press the piano key, eg. a circle is one mora, semi-

circle is a half mora. When the volume up button is pressed

by ’Press The Key’ gesture, the application starts to look for

the movement of the foot through android camera. When a

collision is detected with any of the augmented piano-key,

the code related to that key is generated by the program,

and the circle progress plate whirls until the user release the

piano key by ’Release The Key’ gesture. After the press

of every note of the music, the users can play the music at

once. This application works on the above mentioned three

layer structure. The first layer displays augmented graph-

ics where each piano-button has an ascribed specific code.

The second layer is responsible for communication between

upper and lower layer. As in Figure 7 right.

4. Preliminary User Study

In order to evaluate the social acceptability of the appli-

cations and the usability of the gestures, 15 participants (6

female), from a diverse background (9 students from dif-

ferent disciplines: computer science (5), electron(1), biol-

ogy(1), art (1), and law (1), 6 working professionals from

different industries: education (3), banking (1), policeman

(1), and market (1)) aged from 25-46 (m=30.13, sd=5.74),

were given the opportunity to interact with the applications,

and were asked targeted and open-ended questions. None

had experience with touch-less interfaces on smartphone.

First of all, the moderator introduced the concept of ’wear-

able’ with the demonstration. We designed a two-stages
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Figure 8. Social acceptability rating by audiences and applications.

questionnaire (and the design of the experiment) to elicit

participants’ reactions to this modality.

The first stage is comprised of the same questions as

that inspired by Rico et al. [24], meant to elicit social ac-

ceptability of both applications. Rico et al. distinguish

social acceptability by two factors: audience (alone, part-

ner, colleague, friend, family, stranger) and location (home,

passenger, workspace, pub, street, driving). The second

stage is comprised of Likert scale questionnaire to reveal

the usability of the eleven designed gestures including six

hand touch-less gestures (’Swing Finger Left’, ’Swing Fin-
ger Right’, ’Finger Flexion and Extension’, ’Swing Finger
Slowly’, ’Swing Finger Fast’, ’Collide the ball’) in the two

applications based on hand interaction, and five designed

gestures (’Kick The Ball’, ’Move Foot Slowly’, ’Move Foot
Fast’, ’Press The Key’,’Release The Key’) in the two appli-

cations based on foot touch-less interaction. It comes as no

surprise that these interaction metaphors found their way

into modern body-interaction-enabled applications on de-

vices ranging from smart phones and tablets to large table-

top displays. We think these metaphor will be well estab-

lished for wearable hybrid framework based on touch-less

interaction.

To evaluate the social acceptability of the applications,

the participants watched a video showing a tutorial per-

forming each gesture of both applications. Then, the first

stage questionnaire was administered and participants were

invited to try the device in person. In the second stage, a

smartphone was mounted onto the wrist and then knee of

each participant and performed the four applications. Af-

terwards the second stage questionnaire was administered.

Measurements came in the form of both questionnaires.

The mean acceptance rating across all contexts

is above 0.5 for each application (mcirclemenu =
0.7444;mbouncingball = 0.6500;mfootball =
0.6222;mfootpiano = 0.6056). These results are il-

lustrated in Figure 8 and Figure 9. The Kruskal-Wallis

(KW) test (χ2 = 9.19, p = 0.0269) reveals a signifi-

cant effect on social acceptability for the applications at

Figure 9. Social acceptability rating by locations and applications.

p = .05 level., followed by pair-wise comparisons reveal

that ’circlemenu’ is more acceptable than ’bouncingball’
and ’football’ is a bit more acceptable than ’footpiano’.
’circlemenu’ is the most popular among the four apps.

(meanrankcirclemenu = 392.5,meanrankbouncingball =
358.5,meanrankfootball = 348.5,meanrankfootpiano =
342.5). It was noted that participants inclined to use

’circlemenu’ in work or attention paid context (colleague,

workspace, driving), and play ’bouncingball’, ’football’,
’footpiano’ in open context (pub). Moreover, the social

acceptability reveals that the entertainment applications are

unwelcome in work context (colleague, workplace).

The mean usability rating indicate that all gesture are

applicable. The standard deviation of the usability of the

’Swing Finger Slowly’ gesture is much larger than others

and indicates that there was less consensus among partici-

pants about the usability of this gesture in Table 1.

The KW test reveals a significant effect (χ2 =
24.63, p = 0.0061) on usability for the gestures at p = .01
level. The mean-rank followed reveals that gesture ’Fin-
ger Flexion and Extension’ get the highest score and ’Swing
Finger Slowly’ get the lowest score for the usability.

Table 1. Mean and Standard Deviation of usability of gestures

Swing

Finger Left

Swing

Finger

Right

Finger Flexion

and Extension

Swing

Finger

Slowly

Swing

Finger Fast

Collide the

ball

m 4.2000 4.0667 4.6000 3.4000 4.1333 4.2000

sd 0.7746 0.7988 0.5071 1.1212 0.9155 0.7746

Kick The Ball Move Foot

Slowly

Move Foot Fast Press The

Key

Release The

Key

m 3.4667 3.5333 3.6667 4.0667 3.7333

sd 0.6399 0.9904 1.0465 0.7988 1.0328

In addition, each participant answers two extra ques-

tions: Do you prefer the visual camera view shown in the
application ’bouncing ball game’? Is the wearable hard-
ware stand ok? The result indicates that the augmented

reality camera view is an expected UI component (m =
0.8667, sd = 0.7432) and the simple extra hardware stand

is acceptable by most participants (m = 0.9333, sd =
0.2582). In this extra study we could indentify that ap-
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proximately 93% of the respondents are willing to mount

the extra hardware on their wrist or knee to interact with

their hand or foot for simple use case. This reflects a

high potential for the wearable hybrid framework based on

touch-less algorithm, which is leveraged by extra-hardware-

dependence as the main drawbacks of this interaction style.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we give a brief overview of prior re-

search relevant to wearable smartphone technology. Pro-

posed wearable hybrid framework allows user to perform

touch-less interaction when their hand are covered and/or

busy, and gives a full preview of hand or foot not just the

hover and touch points. Current prototype system, although

fun to use, have a few limitations, for example, for hand it

can only perform side-to-side two fixed fingers gesture, nor-

mal full hand gestures are not considered in first version. It

is also unable to detect rotation gestures. In future studies,

we will carefully consider hardware and software modifica-

tion to extract the hand/foot gesture orientation (i.e., yaw,

pith, and roll) parameters, and plan to address these limita-

tions in the future prototypes.

Concerning the use cases, we completed the presented

four application prototypes in order to conduct early user

study comparing these novel interaction styles with estab-

lished ones and identify the most promising applications

from the wide range of novel interaction possibilities. User

studies confirm that the wearable hybrid framework are in-

tuitive and controllable and that mappings between gesture

and manipulate on mobile phone.

Our solution provides a low-cost solution for the profes-

sional application on mobile phone, even the future wear-

able device such as projected glasses, Memoto or GoPro.

The wearable hybrid framework capability demonstrated in

this paper is also potentially applicable to wear on other

body parts. In addition, it is also possible to replace it with

other types of sensors to improve the touch-less interaction

modality of the hybrid framework. This may include ca-

pacitive, electronic-field, ultrasound, or IR-based sensors,

which may be capable of generating a hand/foot image from

the raw data. We believe that it’s entirely possible to per-

form multi-modal tasks and communications using wear-

able hybrid framework based smart phone’s interaction.
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